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CASE STUDY

Ross Bridge HOA Saves Energy and 
Maintenance with LED OmniMax

he acclaimed resort community of 

Ross Bridge, located in Hoover, a 

suburb of Birmingham, AL, boasts 

the third longest golf course in the 

world. Elegant amenities, beautiful 

outdoor spaces and stunning views delight its 

many visitors and residents.  When the developer 

designed the streets in the Ross Bridge Village 

Center, they purchased and installed the Lumec 

Ancestra decorative streetlights in operation today. 

The stylish pendant and post top fixtures used 175W 

metal halide lamps, the leading choice at time of 

construction. The light quality of metal halide is 

still popular, but the energy consumption and the 

maintenance to maintain it less so.   

Several years ago, Wayne Lewis, a Ross Bridge Village 

Center resident who is retired from a local electric 

utility, noticed the streetlight across from his house 

had gone out. As part of his previous job, Wayne had 

designed several street lighting projects for the City 

of Birmingham, AL. 

“I worked with the property manager to get the lamp 

in the fixture across the street replaced. It lasted six 

months and went out again,” said Wayne. “In my 

experience this seems indicative of a ballast problem. I 

suggested they replace the ballast, which they did. The 

light lasted a year before the ballast had to be replaced 

again.”

Over time, other streetlights began to go out, costing 

the Homeowner’s Association a couple hundred dollars 

each time a contractor replaced a ballast. “Even then, 

the ballasts didn’t last. It was getting expensive.” Wayne 

spoke with his contact at Associa-McKay Management, 

the Ross Bridge HOA management company. “They 

had already gotten a quote from a company to replace 

all the lights with LED, but it was going to be expensive. 

We didn’t have the money in the budget, and I had a lot 

of questions.”  With permission from the management 

company, Wayne consulted with a lead engineer 

at Alabama Power concerning their issues. “He 
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OmniMax at the Village Center, Ross Bridge, AL

Both post top and pendant style fixtures were 
updated with 70W OmniMax in 4000K CCT. 
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suggested to me, if you want to go with LED take a look 

at the Evluma OmniMax. So I did.”

Working with Neil Patterson of Gresco Utility Supply, 

Wayne obtained two samples of the 70W OmniMax.  

The lamps were installed at the beginning of 2019. The 

differences in light quality between the original metal 

halide lights and the OmniMax were indistinguishable. 

He also tested a competitor’s 80W ‘corn cob’ style lamp. 

“The 80W lamp put out more light, but the labor to 

install it was significantly greater because the diameter 

of the lamp was such that it wouldn’t fit normally. We 

would have had to take the fixture apart to install it. The 

OmniMax easily fit the opening.” A retrofit kit option 

was also considered from yet another vendor, but the 

cost was too high and the two-part lamp and driver 

installation was too complicated. “The OmniMax 10-

year warranty was also a plus. The others simply had 

a 5-year warranty.”  Gresco facilitated the final Ross 

Bridge HOA OmniMax order. “Neil was great to work 

with,” said Wayne.

A total of 158 fixtures were updated from 175W 

metal halide to 70W LED OmniMax as of March 

2020. The Ross Bridge fixtures are controlled by 

contactors at seven service points, each with a 

single photocontrol. From 10 to 50 fixtures are 

controlled by each contactor. Dimming was not 

a requirement, so the HOA chose the OmniMax 

Standard. The LED OmniMax will save 60% in energy 

costs, approximately $8,535 annually or $85,535 

over the warrantied life of the lamp. The expensive 

maintenance required to change out metal halide 

ballasts and lamps are a thing of the past, saving 

$4,125 annually. Moving to OmniMax from metal 

halide will save $12,657 a year, a three year ROI.

“Wayne consulted with a 
lead engineer at Alabama 
Power about the problems 
they were having. ‘He 
suggested to me, if you 
want to go with LED 
take a look at the Evluma 
OmniMax.’“
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Ross Bridge Case Study

OmniMax in fixtures at the 
Village Center. 175W Metal 
Halide decorative streetlights 
were retrofit with 70W LED 
OmniMax Standard saving the 
HOA  over $12,000 annually in 
energy and maintenance.

OmniMax line Grand Ave. 


